occupancy problem for a building, namely, to infer an accurate estimate of how many people are in a building given noisy count data Knowledge of the number of people in a building at a given time from its entrances and exits. The probabilistic nature of the model is crucial for applications such as emergency response. Sensors can makes it relatively robust to both sensor noise and to sensor failure be used to gather noisy measurements which when combined, can be in the form of both missing and erroneous observations. used to make inferences about the location, movement and density of Obtaining accurate estimates of occupancy over time is an impeople. In this paper we describe a probabilistic model for predictportant component in many applications, including urban design and ing the occupancy of a building using networks of people-counting planning, security monitoring, and crisis response. For example, sensors. This model provides robust predictions given typical senduring a disaster crisis, information about the number of people and sor noise as well as missing and corrupted data from malfunctioning their locations is critical to first responders for allocation and deploysensors. We experimentally validate the model by comparing it to a ment of resources. baseline method using real data from a network of optical counting The paper proceeds as follows. We describe the data and a simsensors in a campus building.
1. INTRODUCTION demonstrate the effectiveness of the model are described in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6. As sensors capable of monitoring daily human activity become increasingly affordable and ubiquitous, there is a corresponding need for algorithms capable of making sense of the resulting sensor obser-2. INFERRING OCCUPANCY FROM SENSOR DATA vations across a wide variety of applications. One important subclass of such data are "count data," in which the observed signals consist Consider a trivial approach to occupancy estimation based on asof integer counts of the number of occurrences over time of a particsuming that we have perfect information from a set of sensors about ular type of human activity. Examples include magnetic loop counthe number of people entering and exiting at each door in a building, ters for monitoring freeway traffic [1] , optical tripwires (or "people i.e., no noise in the counts and complete coverage of all doors. Occounters") for counting the number of people passing a particular cupancy at time t is of the sipyth occupancy at time t-1, plus the point [2] , and pre-processed video or optical motion detectors for sum (across sensors) of the counts of people who have entered since monitoring a specific area [3] . time t -1, minus the sum of counts of people who have exited.
Senstorg that recoficarda con[ aaotncnai togpten.e Fig. 1 shows the result of estimating the building occupancy over flecting the underlying rhythms of human activity. This periodic, a 5 week period using this trivial method. This graph is derived uspredictable activity is referred to as "usual activity" in this paper. ing data from optical "people counter" sensors that report aggregate What makes these measurement streams complex, however, are rancounts every 30 minutes at 6 doors for a particular building (CalIT2 dom bursts of unusual or "event" activity, appearing as unusually on the UCI campus). We immediately see from Fig. 1 In this paper, we extend earlier work on modeling count data corresponding to both under-and over-counting. The sensors used
In tis pper,we xten earierworkon mdelng cunt ata in Fig. 1 
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( 1) to a malfunction that occurred in a sensor at a door that is used more The number of undercounts TE' and overcounts are modeled usfrequently used for incoming traffic than outgoing traffic. Like many ing separate binomial distributions: T? Bin(Bt, vo) and Ttu systems, malfunctions for this type of sensor result in erroneous valBin(Nt, vu), subject to the constraint in Equation (1). This allows ues, often zero, rather than any kind of explicit error signal.
the the expected number of undercounts and overcounts to increase One approach to counter the effects of the measurement noise with the number of people using a door. In our experiments, we set is to simply enforce two constraints on the trivial estimation method vo = 1/70 and vu = 1/20 based on empirical observations of above: (1) that occupancy can never be negative, and (2) that early over-and undercounting. every morning the building population should be zero. While in-
The true count for a sensor, Nt, iS modeled as the sum of two corporation of these types of constraints can improve the estimate Poisson processes, where the two processes reflect usual activity quality, the results of this approach (which we refer to as the basefor that sensor and bursts of abnormal activity ("events"): Nt = line method) are still quite inaccurate (see Section 5). We use the framework of directed graphical models to capture reFor the event process, the Markov chain on z allows event perlationships among different variables and parameters of interest. In sistence, which can lead to significantly better event detection perthis section we outline the structure of the model and in the followformance compared to simpler threshold methods [2] . The transiing section we describe the inference process. Nodes in the graphical tion matrix A defining the conditional distribution P(zt 1zt-1) is also model represent random variables and probabilistic relationships are treated as a random variable in the graphical model. Except where encoded as conditional distributions of child nodes given the values stated, all prior distributions were chosen as in [2] . Of their parent variables. The model contains unobserved (latent) variables representing quantities of interest (such as the true occuInferring occupancy from multiple sensors. Each door to a buildpancy at time t) and parameters (such as Poisson rates); we are intering has separate data streams for the entrance ("in") counts and the ested in reasoning about both conditioned on the observed evidence, exit ("out") counts. The true (unobserved) count for all of the in i.e., the counts measured at sensors. Ot-1lAt stream, indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3. (b counts of the other sensor streams change.
We also include a geometric prior (with parameter set to .9 in the results in this paper) on Ot for t = 3AM, encouraging the model to leave few or no people in the building overnight. This helps to 5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS offset any systematic bias in the measurement noise which if unaccounted for could lead to ever-increasing or decreasing estimates of The data used in our experiments come from a campus building with the number of people in the building (see Fig. 1 ).
six doors with optical people counters measuring the flow of people in both the entrance and exit directions. Nine weeks of measurements (6/11 to 8/12/2006) for each of the twelve streams were 4. INFERENCE used for learning the model. All of the inference experiments in this section were run off-line, although on-line inference is a relatively Given the probabilistic model described in the previous section, we straightforward extension of the techniques described in this paper. now turn our attention to the inference problem, i.e., computing the In each of the experiments, the occupancy model is compared conditional probability of quantities of interest (such as the occuto acsimpl e eliermetho whe occupancy onstris are pancy Ot as a function of time) given both the observed measureenforced: (a) occupancy can not be negative,sou if (t-y + ait) < ments Bt (at all doors across all times of interest) and the priors. 
